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Over the past year, posAbilities embarked on a 
collaborative clothing collection fundraising initiative 
with several other service providers, coordinated by 
Inclusion BC. We set out to make further progress 
towards our mission by creating an independent 
revenue stream for innovation in service delivery. 
We’ve gone through some political and logistical 
complexities, and numerous day-to-day challenges like 
siting bins, moving bins, hauling off rubbish, getting 
the right equipment for the job and more.  And that’s 
okay. What we have discovered along the way, is that 
this initiative is about more than the money we earn. 
Clothing collection fosters sustainable development 
and strengthens communities.  The more partners we 
bring on board, the more benefits we create. We hope 

our supporters will get 
behind us and fuel this 
initiative by connecting 
us to others, fulfilling 
their own passions and 

working towards our 
common goals.

 
 

 

You may have noticed our 18 donation bins popping 
up in the Metro Vancouver area, where we have already 
collected thousands of pounds of clothing, accessories, 
shoes, bedding, towels (gently used, torn or stained items 
are accepted too), and small housewares.  The goods 
we collect are delivered to Value Village, and we are 
compensated for each pound delivered.   The moment 
a bin is set down, donations are received – proof that 
there is continued need for clothing recycling as our 
population grows.  Clothing collection is a great way 
to reduce the waste that is going into our landfill, while 
discouraging consumption and promoting recycling. 

We make collection easy by offering street-side bins, 
smaller exterior bins, portable indoor containers and 
clothing drives.  Presenting a variety of containers and 
convenient pick-up schedules to meet our host’s needs 
has been one of the keys to our success. Run through 
Don’t Sweat It Services, our customers appreciate the 
convenience and employment to persons served we 
offer as a result. 

It's a competitive market and the biggest challenge 
that we face is siting outdoor bins in public places. 
We’d like to reach out to our supporters with a request 
– please reach out to your networks and think about 
someone whom you can introduce us to. It may be 
a business owner, your strata council, a local Scout 
troop, or a school Parents Advisory Council. We are 
searching for locations on private or secure property 
in visible, high traffic areas. Rest assured, a posAbilities 
bin can be serviced seven days a week and we have 
the capacity to respond to a call within 24 hours. 

Recently, a warm introduction from Stuart Carmichael, 
a director on our board, led to the Southlands 
Riding Club (SRC) in Vancouver rolling out their 
welcome mat. This is where connection, meets 
passion and feeds purpose!  Spearheading 

Continued on Page 2

Southlands, Where Connection Feeds 
Passion and Purpose

Southlands instructor and volunteer trainer, 
Kaya Hunter, with the beautiful, Miss Blue!
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the clothing collection 
initiative for posAbilities 
is our Manager of Social 
Innovation, Jennifer 
Oliver.  Jennifer is a 
lifelong horseback rider 
herself.  She grew up 
riding predominantly 
in North Vancouver but 
avidly remembers the 
summers she spent 
visiting Southlands for 
their Hunter/Jumper Show 
Series.  The club has been 
a staple in the Vancouver 
community for riders 

and has been recognized for their strong sense of community pride 
throughout the years. One example, is their hosting of STARS (http://
www.therapywithhorses.ca/), a therapeutic horseback riding program 
that has emotional, cognitive and physical health benefits for riders 
with disabilities. 

This partnership was a natural fit!  A portion of the proceeds earned 
from the bin at Southlands is shared with the organization to fund a 
horse Rescue and Rehabilitation Program. This enables SRC to secure 
Farm Status for the Club, make a meaningful difference by saving 
and rehabilitating several horses and contributes to the ongoing 
development of their Pony Club members.  

Jennifer is actively pursuing partnerships with other non-profits, 
businesses, daycares, schools, and condo/strata boards to explore how 
they might host bins in their various locations. Not only does this initiative 
enhance the lives of people with developmental disabilities, but by sharing 
a portion of our profits with other community partners, we are enhancing 
their lives and furthering the causes close to their hearts as well - all while 
lightening the load on our planet and not having to pull out your wallet 
(unless you want to recycle it through one of our bins!) 

If you are in favour of changing the face of fundraising for groups that 
you are involved with, please connect with Jennifer! Curious about how 
you can get involved?

Donate and Connect with Us! 
1. Drop off your donations at one of our convenient street side bins. 

For locations, visit: http://www.inclusionbc.org/clothesdrop
2. Drop off your donations through one of our community partners.   

For locations, visit: http://posAbilities.ca/services/support-our-work/
3. Call us for a free home pick up at: 778-945-3356
4. Foster a community partnership
5. Participate in posAbilities’ upcoming  Spring “Clutter Buster” campaign

We know that you’ve got what it takes, so please donate and get 
involved today. Thanks a ton!

For more information, contact Jennifer Oliver:  
joliver@posAbilities.ca or call 604-558-6599.

Sip and Paint for Inclusion
Our second Sip and Paint for INCLUSION was once again 
a great success! Hosted by 100 Braid Street Studios, 35 
of us learned a thing or two about painting a scenic 
landscape punctuated by impressionist styled Cherry 
Blossoms! Our heartfelt thanks to all of the artists, friends 
and family members who came out to join in raising 
funds for our annual art show, as we now have over  
$600 to dedicate to the cause! A big thank you goes  
out to studio owner, Susan Greig and instructor,  
Naomi Topuzaglu!  Stay tuned for future art show  
events. To keep in touch, please drop us a line,  
artshow@posAbilities.ca or follow us on social media.2

Southlands, Where Connection Feeds  
Passion and Purpose

Got Clothes?!
We’ve once again teamed up with the famous Westcoast YouTube 
personality, Josh Rimer, to bring you a series of promotional videos for our 
clothing collection initiative!  We’re filming all around town to encourage 
community members to get involved and support this initiative. Be sure 
to visit  www.posAbilities.ca and follow us on our social media channels 
(posAbilitiesCA) to catch all the videos which will be released over the 
next few months – stay tuned!

Continued from Page 1
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SHARING 
OUR STORIES

What’s Next for  
Can You Dig It?
Contributed by Hemant Kulkarni

Since its inception in 2009, in the process of creating 
gardens with a specific focus on the community aspect, 
CYDI has developed both expertise and reputation in 
this area.  It is clear that we are able to do something in 
this space that results in more than simply a garden.  We 
help build connections between the people who come 
together for a given garden and have more recently 
been exploring a new model to push this aspect even 
further.  As a result, we have been noticed.  During the 
course of the past two years, CYDI is increasingly being 
approached by parties seeking our expertise and advice 
on how to build gardens and foster community at the 
same time.  Those seeking our help include municipalities 
as well as private businesses. We are now in the position 
to shift to providing what we do as a unique service.  
While we continue to work towards inclusion for people 
with developmental disabilities, we find ourselves with 
a broader focus on creating more welcoming and 
hospitable communities in general through community 
gardening.  We feel that this direction promises broader 
and deeper impact and the potential to more completely 
transform neighbourhoods and communities.  This may 
be of particular importance in the Lower Mainland where 
communities are becoming denser and greenspace is 
increasingly scarce.  Community gardens with intentional 
support around the “community” have potential to be 
an important part of small and large scale strategies to 
parallel this trend.

To this end, we are entering a bold new stage in the 
evolution of CYDI this year.  Plans are currently underway 
to spin the initiative out of posAbilities as its own non-
profit organization.  We are now involved in lining up legal 
and administrative requirements for this change as well 
as exploring what the composition of the eventual board 
of directors might look like.  The transition period will be 
challenging for us as we will seek to honour our many 
commitments and move projects now underway forward 
as we go from an initiative of posAbilities to a standalone 
non-profit.  Stay tuned for more information about this 
exciting development! 3

Celebrating the  
Un-Celebrated
Contributed by Brooke Oxley 

In the 6th year of growing food and community, we want to say 
a heartfelt THANK YOU to all our garden coordinators!
As you know, CYDI strives to combat social isolation through building 
community gardens. It is an easy way for people to come together over the 
growing season and over time, begin to build community around growing food 
and shared learning. There are three vital signs of happiness: trust, generosity 
and collaboration. CYDI believes that a successful community garden not only 
grows food but nurtures relationships, providing people a simple platform 
to build trust by sharing and working together. This is the container of every 
successful community garden, and coordinators are tasked with the most 
important role - holding this space. Through conversations with Jana (Stride 
Community Garden) and Christine (Ladybug Community Garden) we learned 
some secrets of inclusive and welcoming coordinators:

Be welcoming – Take the time to get to know the gardeners and remember that 
you may be the only one who knows everyone! Be sure to make introductions at 
work parties and always keep an eye out for who is on the ‘edge’ – they may feel shy 
or uncomfortable. A smile means everything!

Be curious – Some people keep their gifts hidden well but are delighted 
when others notice, and are asked to share. Everything you need to make your 
community garden successful likely already exists within the group of gardeners!

Be accepting – Remember that everyone has a different capacity and way of 
contributing to the garden.  

Be patient – It takes time for a group of gardeners to feel a sense of belonging 
and establish stewardship with the space.

Be humble and empower – Ask for help! A coordinator is not there to do 
everything. Often people want to help but just don’t know how and will respond 
positively when asked to perform specific tasks. You are a gardener too so don’t 
worry if you take the time to focus on that rather than a coordinator task.

Be positive – Always.  In the midst of conflict, stay positive by being creative 
and encouraging.  

Be organized and timely – Know that the bulk of your work is in the spring 
and fall which can leave you with little time to answer email correspondence.  A 
‘sense of order’ goes a long way in establishing trust and building a good name 
for your community garden.

Be good to the neighbours – Who is around the garden?  These people can be 
invited to share the community space, especially during social events in the garden.

Community Garden Coordinators are volunteers who go the extra mile 
to make community happen and gardens run smoothly - it’s often an 
uncelebrated role, but let’s work together to change that. A quick email 
of thanks, a special gift at the spring garden meeting, an offer of help - 
it’s the little things that make the world go around!
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Community: central to the work that we do at Building Caring 
Communities (BCC)!  We whole-heartedly believe that as communities 
realize and celebrate their strengths and resources, they become more 
welcoming, self-sufficient and empowered to address issues that lead to 
an improvement of their members’ lives. 

Community Asset Mapping is one approach to building resilient 
communities, developed by John Kretzmann and John McKnight, of the 
Asset-Based Community Development Institute, and is outlined in their 
guidebook Building Communities from the Inside Out: A Path Toward Finding 
and Mobilising a Community’s Assets. Kretzmann and McKnight propose 
that community developers start with a “clear commitment to discovering 
a community’s capacities and assets”. (Kretzmann and McKnight 1993, 
p.1).  The asset-based approach does not remove the need for outside 
resources, but makes their use more effective by: 

•	 starting with what is present in the community

•	 concentrating on the agenda-building and problem-solving 
capacity of its residents

•	 stressing local determination, investment, creativity, and control.

Each community has assets to be preserved and enhanced. These 
assets can be used by residents as the foundation from which to build 
a positive future. Beyond developing a simple inventory, this ‘mapping’ 
process is designed to promote connections or relationships between 
individuals, between individuals and organizations, and between 
organizations and organizations. Combining community assets creates 
a synergy that exponentially increases the capacity of the community to 
meet the needs of its residents. The information collected through this 
process may also be used as the foundation for many other processes, 
such as strategic planning, community mobilization and community 
economic development.

 

The first step in community asset mapping is to work with community 
members to develop a plan for documenting the community’s 
assets. Kretzmann and McKnight outlined community assets as falling 
into several distinct categories.  These are sometimes outlined with slight 
variations but generally include:

•	 Individuals:  The collective skills, knowledge, talents, and experience 
of local residents.

•	 Community groups and associations:  Which may not necessarily 
operate via visible storefronts and may vary in terms of their formal 
organization but which nonetheless often provide benefits far 
beyond their mandate.

•	 Businesses and the local commercial economy:  These include 
retail merchants, distribution and manufacturing operations, 
branches of non-local corporations, banks, mobile vendors, pop-up/
seasonal markets, etc.

•	 Institutions:  Including schools, churches, libraries, hospitals, etc. 
that operate within the community.

•	 Municipal resources: Such as police, fire, parks and recreation services.

•	 Other social services and community organizations not captured 
by the above categories.

•	 Physical structures: Such as the town square, heritage buildings, 
landmarks, etc. that make the community distinct.

•	 Natural resources: Such as rivers, lakes, beaches, public parks, 
gardens, and other green space.

Building Caring Communities (BCC) has conducted individual “gift 
mapping” exercises, inspired by John McKnight, where participants are 
asked to think of their own gifts of the head (things one knows about), of 
the hands (things one can do), and of the heart (things one cares deeply 
about).  This falls within the “individuals” category above.  For a broader 
community asset map, it is helpful to think of the other categories 
Kretzmann and McKnight outline.

BCC and The Food Connection mapping 
community food assets at Metamorfest!

Community Asset Mapping
Contributed by Brooke Oxley and Hemant Kulkarni, Building Caring Communities

A finished product! Mapping the community  
around The Hub at the Main Street Car-Free Day. 



Gifts, Skills, Capacities
Knowledge and Traits of:
Youth
Adults
Artists
Unemployed Citizens
People with Disabilities
Students
Parents
Entrepreneurs
Activists
Veterans
Ex-offenders

For-Profit Businesses
Consumer Expenditures
Merchants
Chamber of Commerce
Business Associations
Banks
Credit Unions
Foundations
Institutional (purchasing power and personnel)
Barter and Exchange
Community Development Corporations
Corporations and Branches

Schools
Universities
Community Colleges
Police Departments
Hospitals
Libraries
Social Service Agencies
Non-Profits
Museums
Fire Departments
Media
Foundations

Gardens
Parks
Playgrounds
Parking Lots
Bike Paths
Walking Paths
Forest/Forest 
Preserves
Picnic Areas
Campsites
Fishing Spots
Duck Ponds
Zoos

Wildlife Center
Natural Habitats 
(coastal, marine, 
amphibian)
Bird-watching Sites
Star-gazing Sites
Housing
Vacant Land and 
Buildings
Transit Stops and 
Facilities
Streets

INDIVIDUALS

LOCAL ECONOMY
Animal Care Groups
Anti Crime Groups
Block Clubs
Business Organizations
Charitable Groups
Culture Groups
Disability/Special Needs 
Groups
Education Groups
Elderly Groups
Health Advocacy and Fitness
Heritage Groups

Hobby and Collectors Groups
Men’s Groups
Mentoring Groups
Political Organizations
Recreation Groups
Religious Groups
Service Clubs
Social Groups
Union Groups
Veteran’s Groups
Women’s Groups
Youth Groups

ASSOCIATIONS

PHYSICAL SPACE INSTITUTIONS
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One activity BCC has created is the unofficially dubbed “Map and 
Wheel” exercise.  This activity injects an element of fun and whimsy 
into the mapping exercise and provides incentive for participants of all 
ages to give some thought to the places they love in their community.  
Two items are used, one being a large map of the local community 
and the other being a spinning wheel that has a variety of questions 
on the panels about the places in the community.  Questions may 
include, “what’s the most romantic place?” or “where is your favorite 
tree?” or “where is the best place to sit and read a book?” or “where 
can you get great fries?”.  The possibilities are abundant and can 
be tailored to the goals of any event, community organization and 
neighbourhood!  Each time someone spins the wheel, they read the 
question and then mark their answer on the map.  This is done via 
coloured post-it notes to differentiate the various answer categories.  
After the exercise is complete, a wonderful artifact remains – namely a 
map of the local area filled with markers indicating the places that are 
considered important by those who live, work, and play there.

This is, of course, not the only way to create a community asset map.  
It may be done in various ways such as via paper or online survey, 
interview format, or in an open forum with a group.  A deeper dive 

into the identified assets might include conversations about why they 
are important to the community, what they provide for people in the 
area, and then identifying the individual locals associated with some 
or all of the assets (e.g. the local butcher shop is run by a butcher 
who is a community asset related to but distinct from the butcher 
shop itself; the butcher may also play the cello, have a telescope, be 
certified in wilderness first aid).

Community is made up of many circles of community, each with its 
own assets and resources to excavate and celebrate. What would it look 
like if every home conducted an asset inventory or mapping exercise, 
and then blended this with their neighbours and then their greater 
community?  Are you inspired? Vancouver Foundation’s Neighbourhood 
Small Grant’s application is due on April 4, 2016! This unique program 
helps build community and strengthen connections right where 
people live – learn more here: http://neighbourhoodsmallgrants.ca/ .  
Our wheel can be made available if you want to try this at a block party 
or community event, and we are more than happy to show you how to 
make a map and offer guidance and tips! Please, be in touch:  
hello@buildingcaringcommunities.ca

This diagram provides some additional examples of Community Assets.

http://neighbourhoodsmallgrants.ca/
mailto:hello@buildingcaringcommunities.ca


posAbilities Stage Door Presents

Spinning out of Control!

APRIL 14, 2016
Wear a Funny Hat!

Crazy Hat
Dance

with DJ “HA  HA  HA”

Heritage Hall - 3102 Main Street (@15th Ave)
Time: 6:30 to 9:00 PM

All Tickets: $12 at the door.
Call for information: 604-872-1252 The Truffula workshop was hosted by Alternative Creations Studio 

and Britannia Community Centre on February 13th, 2016
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Meet the Richmond Choir
Contributed by Irena Flego, Richmond Social Network

This amazing collective was formed about two years ago at 
the hands of a few musical enthusiasts and staff at Richmond 
Social Network (formerly known as Richmond Life Skills).  It all 
started with an idea to develop a project which would engage 
group participants’ creative musical interests, while at the 
same time connecting them to local community in new and 
interesting ways.  Music and singing came up as a common 
interest and the keyboard was purchased through a generous 
donation from a parent.  The choir members began meeting 
every Thursday afternoon for rehearsals and slowly grew from 
just a few members to local attraction. Word of mouth spread 
and we accepted quite a few people who didn’t even attend our 
program but heard of it from their friends and families. 

At the moment, the choir consists of close to 15 regular 
members, along with a pianist, guitarist and drummer. We are 
lucky that all these enthusiastic and talented folks are devoting 
their time to this choir. Our involvement with community for 
the past two years included a number of public performances. 
The choir performed at several senior homes during the 
holiday season, as well as at the posAbilities Annual Picnic and 
Richmond Community Fun Fair last summer. We successfully 
started a series of monthly Sing-A-Longs at the Pinegrove Place 
Senior Centre, which will hopefully develop into a lasting bond 
between our choir members and participating seniors.  The 
choir is dedicated to improving and showcasing our musical 
skills, networking with the local and wider community, and 
above all, enjoying the whole process.

We welcome enthusiastic people who play instruments, have 
experience singing or simply enjoy singing to come and join 
us! For more information on how to audition, please contact 
Richmond Social Network at: 604-275-0961.

Loyal Fan 'Brings Great 
Energy' to the Ridge 
Meadows Flames

Contributed by Ashley Wadhwani, originally published in the 
Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows Times, February 3, 2016

There’s something special about loyal fans and the part they play 
in generating the atmosphere for athletes, said Ridge Meadows 
Flames head coach Bayne Ryshak.

And one of those notably loyal of the junior B hockey team’s 
fans is Maple Ridge resident Ken Grant, who has an almost 
unblemished record of attendance at the Flames’ Friday night 
home games at Planet Ice.

His love for the Flames blossomed five years ago, when worker 
Joseph Croll began taking him to the 7:30 p.m. puck drop.

“He kept asking ‘when was the next game, when was the next 
game?’” Croll explained.

So he made a schedule of the games, and for almost every Friday 
during the past season the duo has watched the Flames from the 
stands behind the time keepers.

Home manager Kelly Ternes explained that Grant loves the team 
more than he loves the Vancouver Canucks, who he also watches 
weekly on TV.

On Fridays, Grant puts on his Flames hat, grabs his program to 
bring along with him and gets to enjoy a snack and drink while 
watching his favourite team.

“It’s a great feeling to have fans like Ken,” Ryshak said.

“Even at our level, it’s great to have fans of all ages out to support 
regularly that take pride and have passion in the team.”

Ryshak told The TIMES that fans “bring great energy to the building 
and make [us] play and work a little harder,” and he hopes to get 
more fans out at this year’s playoff games.

Although playoff details are still in the works as the Pacific Junior 
Hockey League’s season winds down, Ryshak hopes to see Grant 
continue his support through the post season.

“It’s a special feeling to have people emotionally invested in your 
team,” he added.

Ryshak thanked Grant for his support and added that he 
would “see you in the playoffs.”
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Celebrating the Life  
of Norman Chow
It is with sadness we announce the 
passing of Norman Chow.  Norman 
will be remembered for his sense of 
humor and brilliant smile.

He lived at Lakeside House for many 
years and enjoyed trips to Reno and 
Las Vegas.  As his health declined, 
Norman moved to Columbia House 
where he enjoyed spending time 
with his housemates. 

Norman was part of the Stage Door 
Theatre Troupe for many years, 
where he participated in numerous 
theatre productions.

In recent years, Norman volunteered 
at the George Derby Centre 
delivering mail to the veterans.  This 
past year he received a recognition 
award for his volunteer work at the 
Centre. Rest in peace, Norman.

SAVE THE DATE: JUNE 23 - 25 
Ignite Your Ideas Conference Heads North
 
Canada’s premier conference on developmental disability and inclusion draws over 650 delegates 
including self-advocates, families, supporters, service providers, educators and thought leaders in the field 
of community living.  This year’s conference will take place in Prince George, BC from June 23-25, 2016.   

 
Organizers invite you to IGNITE YOUR IDEAS and share the latest information, resources, and best practices that reflect the full inclusion 
of people with developmental disabilities in all aspects of community life.  Workshops and presentations will spark your creativity, 
generate new ideas and fuel conversations about current trends and issues to advance rights and opportunities. Visit http://inclusionbc.
org/conference-2016/ for more information.

240-4664 Lougheed Hwy, Burnaby, BC, V5C 5T5 
Tel (604) 299-4001 • Fax (604) 299-0329 www.posAbilities.ca

CONGRATULATIONS
On behalf of our organization, I would like to recognize 
and thank the following employees for their years of 
service to posAbilities.

 Your dedication to persons served, your peers and our 
stakeholders is much appreciated.

Sincerely,

Fernando Coelho, CEO

15 Years of Service
Raminder Kaur
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Kudoz Resolutionary Celebration
Kudoz recently held their special launch party, Resolutionary, in New West! The event was part 
launch party, part celebration of our 2016 resolutions to learn, try something new, and re-ignite 
our hobbies and passions. Guests celebrated all of their alluring, wacky, and mundane passions 
and found out how to use Kudoz to get back into a hobby, or explore something new this year.

Guests were also treated to live music, surprise acts, special guests such as Mayor Cote on why 
New West became the first City of Learning, all while mixing and mingling with an awesome 
network of hosts ranging from anime illustrators to birders to comedians and much more! Check 
out Jake Anthony’s coverage of the event here: http://bit.ly/1oyhnci

Kudoz is the result of a 15-month design thinking process and is the first of its kind. It is an 
online learning exchange matching people in the community that have a passion to share with 
people with a developmental disability who may be bored, curious, or looking to try something 
new.  Interested to learn more or become a host? Check out: http://kudoz.ca/

http://inclusionbc.org/conference-2016/
http://inclusionbc.org/conference-2016/
http://www.posabilities.ca
http://bit.ly/1oyhnci
http://kudoz.ca/


THE TRAINING ROOM – FINDING HOME
Contributed by Monique Nelson, Director of Community Engagement

Every year, we host a variety of workshops to assist individuals and families with planning a 
safe and secure future. Together, we learn about legal and financial planning tools for persons 
with disabilities, and discuss personal matters like how to build a support network or where to 
“find home.”  This spring, look forward to the two remaining Equal Futures Registered Disability 
Savings Plan workshops, followed by a series of events setting out housing options and 
opportunities both in Canada and abroad. These gatherings foster networking and information 
sharing from family to family and are free to participants. Workshops are led by those who are 
deeply familiar with the topic, and include a good dose of warm hospitality. Details are posted 
on our website and may be subject to change. Please register early to save your seat and receive 
communications about the events as we get closer to their respective dates: email mnelson@
posAbilities.ca or call 778.945.3367.

Topic Location Date & Time RSVP & Details

Equal Futures Registered 
Disability Savings Plan

posAbilities - 
Selkirk Centre for 
Community Engagement
22334 Selkirk Ave.,  
Maple Ridge

April 6, 2016 
6:30-8:30pm

RSVP by April 4, 2016
Presented by Ability Tax and Trust and 
Vancity.

Equal Futures Registered 
Disability Savings Plan

posAbilities - 
Richmond Social Network
140 - 5711 No. 3 Road,
Richmond

May 4, 2016 
6:30-8:30pm

RSVP by May 2, 2016
Presented by Ability Tax and Trust  
and Vancity.

Housing 101 – Overview 
of Housing Options

Burnaby Association for 
Community Inclusion 
2702 Norland Avenue, 
Burnaby

May 18, 2016
7-8:30pm

RSVP by May 16, 2016
Presented by service providers and 
Community Living BC.

Creating Innovative 
Housing Options

Burnaby Association for 
Community Inclusion 
2702 Norland Avenue, 
Burnaby

May 28, 2016
10-1pm

RSVP by May 25, 2016
Presented by families, service 
providers and Community Living BC.  
Networking and light lunch to follow.

Is Shared Living Right  
For Me?

Burnaby Association for 
Community Inclusion 
2702 Norland Avenue, 
Burnaby

June 8, 2016
7-8:30pm

RSVP by June 6, 2016
Presented by families, service providers 
and Community Living BC. 

OPTIONAL
Getting Connected to 
Explore Co-Housing

To be determined 
depending on interest.   
To learn more, visit:  
www.cohousing.ca

July/August
10-4pm

Contact Monique if you are interested 
in exploring this further and meeting 
other families. 

FAMILIES MATTER

mailto:mnelson@posAbilities.ca
mailto:mnelson@posAbilities.ca
http://www.cohousing.ca


Searching for 
Support? 
posAbilities 
Hosts a Family 
Support 
Network
Every two months, we host a Family 
Support Network meeting at our 

head office in Burnaby. Meetings have 

an educational theme and typically 

include a guest presenter, sector and 

agency updates. Our group originally 

galvanized around issues related 

to aging – of both the parents and 

their sons and daughters. Over the 

past five years, we have had many 

opportunities to connect, learn and 

share with each other. At this juncture, we are keen to expand the group to include other family members, and in particular, siblings or 

relatives who may be taking on the responsibility of oversight and advocacy.   In short, everyone is welcome, and our next meeting will be 

on Thursday, March the 31st from 10am to 12noon. Please contact me for more information and to RSVP.

At our last meeting, we were inspired by two guests – mother, Janet Walmsley and her daughter Jenny Story, both self-published 

authors. Janet shared her story of raising Jenny, a story of blessings, challenges, perseverance and thriving with autism. Lots of examples 

centred on the education system. Jenny, then read a passage from her new book, the first of a trilogy, Dysnomia – outcasts on a distant 

moon, a young adult fiction novel and showed three of the short films that she created while studying at Vancouver Film School. 

Following their presentations, we had a good roundtable dialogue – some tears, some laughter and a lot of inspiration as to how we are 

the architects of our own future. To learn more, search for Janet and Jenny on Facebook, or better yet, purchase their books online or at 

one of their local signing events. Both books are available on the Amazon and Barnes and Noble websites.

Alex Fox, CEO of Shared Lives Plus, is coming to Burnaby on the 

evening of April 20th to talk about the shared lives model in 

the UK. Their model has several unique features, including its 

availability to seniors, short stay/vacation options, and the fact that 

it is a model that is poised to become a social movement versus 

a government-driven service. The role of Shared Lives Plus is also 

unique in that it uses a membership option to provide a suite of 

resources and support to stakeholder groups such as families, 

caregivers and community organizations. Shared Lives Plus also 

conducts ongoing research that informs policy and practice 

throughout the UK. More information about this event is coming 

— please stay tuned!

SAVE THE DATE

APRIL 20, 2016

http://www.amazon.ca/Autistic-Author-Animator-mothers-daughters/dp/1771411058/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1456338661&sr=1-1&keywords=Janet+Walmsley
http://www.amazon.ca/Dysnomia-Outcasts-On-Distant-Moon/dp/1771411031

